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The main purpose is defined CI gaining insight into investment behaviour on a sectoral
level. Our study is a logical extension of our earlier work on investment behaviour
in a pucy-clay vintage framework. This srudy does not compare various investment
models empirically but rather takes the vintage model as superior ro alternative mod-
els. This assumption is supported by a large literature.
The first pan of this srudy extensively discusses the development of theories ex-
plaining investment behaviour. The acceleration principle relating net investment to
the change in output is criticized because of lack of theory and weak empirical perfor-
mence. The theory on investment developed by Keynes has triggered off an extensive
debate on what Keynes really meant. Is his theory in line with Fisher's choice the-
oretic framework? Is Keynes making a stock-fow error when he relates the rate of
investrnent to the rate of interest? \(litte and LeRoy answer both questions in the
neBative.
During the last few decades neoclassical theory and Tobin's g theory dominate the
investment literature. Jorgenson derives an investment equation from the neoclassical
theory of optimal capital accumulation in a world of perfect competition. Dynamics
are introduced by assuming costly installation of capital goods. Tobin relates invest-
ment to deviations between the margind efficiency of capital and the interest rate in
a typical Keynesian manner. Both models are based on economic theory but show
some weaknesses when it comes to empirical implementation.
In the present study we stay close to economic theory and rigorously derive input
demand equations from present value optimization. Unlike most standard neoclassicd
models we do not írssurne homogeneous capital, but we assume that the stock of cap
ital consists of capital of different vintages. More speci6cally, we assume a puffy{lay
vintage model-that is ex ante, before eguipment is installed, the 6rm can choose a
production technique or a combination of inputs in accordance with the relative priccs
of those inputs. The production strucnrre is based on a puffy{lay vintage framework
with a two-level, three input ex ante production function. Besides capital and labour
we add energy as a third factor of production. ln simple vintage models only the op
timal production rcchnique-the ratio between inputs-is determined. In our model
adjustment costs are introduced in order to derive levels of inputs and output simul-
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taneously and consistently with the optimal production technique. Technical lifetime
of equipment is modelled by a flexible S-shaped Gamma decay function, the parame-
ters of which have been determined simultaneously with the other parameters in the
model. Actual economic lifetime of equipment is endogenous, and aggregation over
profitable vintages yields total capacity demands for inputs and output. Aggregation
in this way requires bruteforce vintage bookkeeping. For practical purposes we can
dispense with vintage bookkeeping-at the expense of losing one of the characteristics
of the vintage approach-to make che model more manageable, for instance in a full-
fledged model environment. Finally, vintage modelling allows for a more elaborate
modelling of rcchnical progress'
The model is applied to a number of industrial sectors of the econorny of the
Netherlands rather than being applied to macroeconomic data. The sectors we distin-
guish here are:
o Food, beverages and tobacco
o Textiles, clothing, shoe and leather industry
o Other industry: wood, furniture and publishing
o Chemical industry and rubber industry
o Metal industry
Although some services ectors-such as public utilities, transport and communication,
and commercial services-may be suited for vintage modelling, vre have not considered
these sectors here. We restrict our attention to the five industrial sectors listed above,
8.2 Conclusions
Vintage modelling in the literature usually comes in two rypes. The frst rype is brute'
force vintage modelling or the structural approach to vintage modelling. The second
type is a sort of quasi-vintage modelling or a reduced-form approach. The former
rype keeps track of individual vintages, whereas the latter approach exploits rypical
vintage characteristics, usually in a single-equation model. The Bischoff model is an
example of the reduced-form approach. We favour the structural approach taking the
computation burden for granted.
The reduced-form approach is not without dif6culry either. The Bischoff model
requires that investment, relative prices and changes in output are of the same order
of integration. As we have indicated in chapter 5, the data for the five industrial
sectors in our study do not sadsfy these requirements.
'V'e present a structural vintage model of the pury-clay variety extended with con'
vex cosrs of adjustment. Here, we repeat he main assumptions underlying our model,
In the first place, we assume a putty{lay technology with a production function a













Figure 8.1 Optimal production technique
by fixed capital/labour, capital/output and capital/energy ratios. Secondly, we assume
that firms are price-takers in all markets. In the third place, there are supposed to be
convex adjustment costs associated rÁ/ith the sale and purchase of investmenr goods,
and with the installation and maintenance of capital. Fourthly, demand consrraints,
financing constraints and capacity constraints are not taken into account.
There are other assumptions as well, most of which ease the analysis. These assump
tions are a constant discount rate, and constant rates of growth of prices and technical
progress. ïbchnical decay is modelled using a cumulative Gamma distribution.
\fith respect to the production function, we use a wice-differentiable rwo-level
CES production fundion, combining inputs of energy J, invesrment I and labour N
with output X. !íe assume separabiliry berween labour and the capital-energy bundle
(1, J).
Ex post input coefficients are fixed. Figure 6.1 in chapter 6 illustrates rhe nested
production function. Elasticities of substitution are indicated by o and o1. The elas-
ticiry of substitution within the capital-energy bundle (.Í, J) is o1, the elasticiry of
substitution becween the capital-energy bundle (I,J) and labour N is o.
Entrepreneurs have to make a number of decisions. In the first place, they have to
decide how much to invest. Secondly, they have to choose the optimal pioduction
technique. And, finally, they have to decide which vintages must be scrapped on
economic grounds. The model is derived from net present value maximization and
solved numerically. It is shown that the elasticities of substirution o and a1 in the
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Some oramples are presented in order to illustrate the working of the model. The
results of these experiments are repeated here. The outcomes are qualified by pointing
at the paftial nature of the model. An adequate assessment of the quality of the
model can only be given if the model is integrated in a full-fledged macroeconomic
framework.
Suppose that, initidly, we are in point A in figure 8.1. If for instance energy be-
comes relatively expensive, the expansion path in figure 8.1 will become steeper. Price
changes induce substitution processes, so levels of inputs adjust to the new relative
prices, and so will output. If, as a result, the isoquant moves inward, input J is re.
duced. It is ambiguous, however, what happens to investment f. On the other hand,
if the isoquant moves outwaÍd, investment increases, and it is not clear what hap-
pens to enery use. Our analysis leads to the conclusion that if. o < a1 investment
decreases, and that if o1 < o 12o1 investment increases. If o à 2a1, then the results
are ambiguous.
If we look at rhe estimation results, we can conclude that o 1 2o1 in all sectors.
Diagrammatically, dl sectors are in the area above the o : 2oyline [see figure 8,2].
Two sectors fdl within the area enclosed by the o : or'line and the o = 2or\ne.
These sectors are the food sector and textiles manufacturing. In these sectors invest-
ment increases in case energy becomes relatively expensive. However, the analysis is
panial in nature, since the demand side is not modelled and output prices are assumed
to be unaffected by changes in the price of energy.
rxrhat will happen after the shock depends on whether the shock is temporary or
not. Even if the shock is temporary there are some forces that prevent the model from
returning immediately to its preshock values. One force has to do with expectations
formation and scrap, another with the adjusted stock of capital. The latter in turn
affects future investment due to the fact that adjustment costs are assumed to be
dependent on the capiml stock.
A second experiment changes the price of labour. From the analysis it follows that
an increase in wages will most likely reduce investment and output in all sectors. But,
again, the analysis is partial and should be taken with some caution.
Above, attenrion has been paid to estimation results with respect to the elasticities
of substiturion. If we look at technical progress, we qrn conclude that it is mainly
embodied. More speci6cally, on average most embodied rcchnical progress is labour-
augmenring. This corresponds to most empirical vintage models for the economy of
the Netherlands. The exception is chemical industry: in this sector labour-augmenting
embodied technical progress is slow and energy-augmenting technical progress is fast.
Here, we also 6nd fast disembodied technical Progress.
As to the overall 6t of the model, we have to conclude that there is still some room
to improve the model. One way to improve the 6t of the model is to intensify the
search for a global optimum. Another way is to reexamine the assumptions underlying
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FB Food, beverages and tobacco
TE ïbxtiles, clothing, shoe and leather industry
OI Other industry: wood, furninre and publishing
CR Chemicd industry and rubber industry
ME Metal industry
Flgure 8.2 Elasticities of substitution
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of the model, the values of some of the paÍameters indicate that results should be
improved in order to increase the empirical relevance of the model as a whole.
8.3 Further research
In this srudy we have gone from theory to empirical modelling. The model as devel-
oped in the prece.ling chapters is close to theory. In order to increase the empirical
relevance of the rnodel, the assumptions underlying the model wil have to be al-
tered, and the model should be derived in consistence with these alterations. In the
theoretical peft some suggestions have already been put forward. One suggestion is to
accounr for uncerreinty of prices and future demand. After all, investment is likely
to be sensitive to uncenainry. Another suggestion is to explicitly allow for demand
and employment constraints as well as financial constraints. These modifications may
have far-reaching consequences, and will certainly not simplify analytical rigour.
Another line of research may be to endogenize price behaviour and incorporate the
vintage model in a full-fledged economic model. These measures are indispensable if
we want to analyse policy experiments.
More recently, there has been a renewed interest in investment behaviour: invest-
menr in R&,D and human capital, plays a pivotal role in the new theories explaining
persistent grovth. In our framework this means that the stock of RkD and human
capital should be included in the production funaion. However, the large uncertainty
surrounding R&'D projees poses problems: "It is possible that some of this uncer-
tainty is not probabilistic if 'Knightian uncertainty' shows up anywhere, it could be
here" [Solow (1994), page 52].
Finally, investigating alternative, non-vintage, investment models, whether data or
theory based, might be worthwhile, even if only as a benchmark model to confront
other investmenr models with. All these suggestions might help to further increase
the understanding of the characteristics of investment.
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